Patrankos šūvis, MB, MB

Graphic arts, publishing,
and advertising industry.

http://www.pixelguardian.eu

Arnas Michailovas

Kalvarijų g. 1, 3.1 kabinetas, LT-

arnasmichailovas@gmail.com

09310 Vilnius 304406873

Current export markets
Austria

Germany

Norway

Switzerland

United
Kingdom

Description
Hi there ! You are looking for High quality 3d photo-realistic visualizations? or you are real estate developer
and looking for all marketing content solution? We are "Pixel Guardian" team who specializes just in this. We
have years of experience and nearly 1000 different projects, this number keeps getting bigger every week.
Our team A Group of aspiring and professional architecture and urban planning enthusiasts with varied degree
of expertise – from 3D artists, graphic designers, writers, architects to CGI specialists and coders. Our Object
Reach maximum rezults as efficient as possible. We are respecting your and our time. We just want to ensure,
that our product will be pleasing and desired mood is created. Our services are attractive for both, for small
and big businesses. Let's work together! Regards, Arnas Michailovas project manager email:
arnas@pixelguardian.eu phone number: +370 638 59654 Also available in WhatsApp, Viber

Business Line
3d architectural visualization, interior, exterior visualization

List of products
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Reach maximum rezults as efficient as possible. We are respecting your and our time. We just want to ensure,
that our product will be pleasing and desired mood is created. Our services are attractive for both, for small
and big businesses. Let's work together! Regards, Arnas Michailovas project manager email:
arnas@pixelguardian.eu phone number: +370 638 59654 Also available in WhatsApp, Viber
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VšĮ „Versli Lietuva“
Juozo Balčikonio g. 3, LT-08247, Vilnius, Lietuva
Email: info@verslilietuva.lt
Phone: +370 (5) 249 90 83
Company code: 302454111
VAT number: LT100005125012

